
Happy (belated) Thanksgiving, friends! In the spirit of this day, I am going to NOT complain 

about all of the various deadlines conspiring to kill us and instead list some things that all of 

us in  EGSA should be thankful for: 

1) The freedom of the press. Thank goodness we can all enjoy a healthy dose of              

unvarnished, entirely non-FAKE news.  

2) The fact that it’s been a solid two years and change since the Carroll Science elevator got 

stuck and trapped someone inside. 

3) Sea otters. I mean good grief. What whiskery little bundles of unadulterated goodness. 

4) The presidential professionalism of Holly Spofford, whose many successes include being 

available to listen to our concerns, sharing those concerns with the powers that be, and 

not conspiring with disembodied alien souls to deprive us of knowledge of our true 

selves. 

5) Caffeine.  

I’m sure we could all add more items to this list, and perhaps some of us might take some of 

those items away (more on that soon). But first peruse the news and check out your fellow 

graduate students’ accomplishments! I hope you all enjoyed your respective Thanksgiving 

feasts today.  

Sort of sincerely, 

Clayton McReynolds 

EGSA Secretary (a.k.a. Mister Secretary Sir, a.k.a. Minister of Misinformation) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHIIzcWqsP0


Event Schedule: November 23-November 30 

 Sunday, November 25: Christmas Crafting Party. 4:00. The Higgins’ House (521 Herring Ave.)  

You are invited to the Higgins' house to make gingerbread cookies and DIY Christmas tree ornaments 

this Sunday. Please check out the Evite and RSVP here: http://evite.me/DNPnjWVuJ6. Hope you can 

join for some creative cheer!    

 

 Monday, November 26: Lisa Russ Spaar Poetry Discussion. 12:15. Fourth Floor Faculty Lounge.    

A word from Dr. Ford: “All faculty and graduate students are invited to a discussion of Lisa Russ Spaar’s 

poetry in preparation for her visit and reading. Bring your lunch; dessert will be provided. I have attached 

six poems along with a brief biography (a two-page handout I am using for my students). No advanced 

preparation for the discussion is needed; we will close-read the poems together. I have always enjoyed 

the discussions we have done before the Beall poetry festival; reading with smart colleagues is a wonder-

ful experience. I hope to see you there.” (We could eat lunch with faculty in the faculty lounge during the 

forbidden hour, guys!)  

 

 Sunday, December 2: Mod/Con Play Event. 2:00.                                                                              

Join Mod/Con for a trip to the Baylor Theater, and then afterwards gather at Dichotomy with Dr. Dan-

iel for discussion. The play is Ice Glen, which is about early 20th-century writers in Massachusetts. Contact 

Kelly_Sauskojus1@baylor.edu for more info (group-rate tickets are gone, but you can still purchase your 

own). Dr. D is basically a fun-loving fountain of knowledge, especially where American drama is        

concerned, so this should be great!  

 

 Saturday, December 8. EGSA Christmas Party! 7:00. Colcord House (2223 Colcord Avenue).                                       

Check out the deets in the official invitation here! It’s sure to be a blast!  

 

 And speaking of the EGSA Christmas Party it will include: Christmas Party Book Exchange!                                                                                                          

Hopefully many of your are participating in the EGSA mug exchange, but since it's the season of giving, 

you're also invited to share in a gift swap at the Christmas party! Bring any (wrapped) favorite book—off 

your shelf, nicely used, or under $15—and see who steals it during our Christmas party gift exchange. 

(Apparently some people call this game "Dirty Santa"? That might be a bit risqué for our classy      

Christmas.)       

 

 Creations Exhibition at the Library.                                                                                               

Have you published an article recently? If you have academic or creative work that was published or ex-

hibited from September 2017 through August 2018, go to https://www.baylor.edu/lib/index.php?

id=61900 and fill out a form to have your work exhibited at the library. Grad students represent!  
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 Our own Sara Dye has been recognized as one of three Spring 2018 Outstanding Graduate Student           

Instructors! Dean Lyon describes the process of winning this award as follows: “This award honors graduate 

student Teachers of Record who were able to balance their own work and responsibilities as students while 

demonstrating excellence as classroom instructors.  They were chosen from a group of nominees recognized 

by the Graduate School for their outstanding performance as recorded by teaching evaluations.  The winners 

were selected by a committee of graduate faculty and graduate students based on five documents: recommen-

dations from their supervising faculty, student evaluations and letters from students in their classes, their 

teaching philosophy statements, and their records of participation in professional teaching development.” 

That is outstanding indeed! Be sure to congratulate Sara on this awesome victory via spoken words, written 

words, gestures, pantomime, and/or eye contact filled with admiration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accomplishments and Acclaim 



The EGSA Inquirer 

It’s been a hectic week at the EGSA Inquirer. It looks like we’ve really stirred up the Thetanists! Luke Mitchell 

has emerged as the mouthpiece for the conspirators, firing back against our quest for the truth with the following 

messages: 

 

@CMcReynolds...Silence cant be volume I know some very good scientists very very good scientists who, they're 

telling me now you can't have volume with silence. They're all saying it and it appears to be really really true. 

Thank God for men and women of science who are fighting this FAKE NEWS about measuring silence!!!  

@CMcReynolds...Who works for the FAKE NEWS media who hate everyone who is not them. There is no col-

lusion. The Thetanist collusion is made up by Hatin' Clayton just to keep people distracted from all the good 

@BRawlins is planning. The most plans...plans that will be...they will change everything. What has Folly Holly 

done for anyone? She once said she wasn't sure my paper made sense! Hateful, hateful stuff. Total distraction. It's 

a terrible, terrible tragedy how the people of this big, beautiful thing we call English (which I love by the way, I've 

always said I love English), which every other department is jealous of, they don't say it out loud but they've told 

me trust me. Why do we have new admits every year? People are dying to get here.  

@CMcReynolds...The phony McReynolds probe into a Mitchell-Rawlins Thetanist plot is so phony, so phony, 

and its SAD these people are so ANGRY! I bet THEY are colluding with the angry STEMS who want to ruin 

this beautiful university.  

#fake news #nocollusion #whatsathetan #angryStems #MEGA 

 

Such an aggressive response clearly indicates that our news is anything but fake, and I plan to embrace my new 

title of Hatin’ Clayton with pride, continuing my campaign against the forces of darkness! 

Toward that end, we have discovered evidence indicating another possible member of the Thetanist Order.       

Recall that we established early on that the Thetanists are using the Enneagram test as a tool for facilitating the 

evil Thetans’ goal of obscuring self-knowledge with engrams. Now consider: who among us has been particularly 

active in promoting this tool of Thetanism? Who has encouraged all those around her to gain their                   

self-understanding through the Enneagram? Shocking though it might seem, the answer is Caitlin Lawrence.                

Caitlin’s more-than-average commitment to the Enneagram is well-known, but that in itself does not indicate  

anything conclusive. After all, could not Caitlin simply be another deceived innocent bystander?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The EGSA Inquirer 

Further evidence suggests that she is anything but! Caitlin possesses (possessed) a large number of books         

dedicated to the study and application of the Enneagram (suspicious in itself!), and recently a number of those 

books were mysteriously “lost” in a Post-Office mid-transit and replaced by these fascinating volumes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This incident provokes so many questions! Who IS this Timm Rupp? Why does he have not only a picture of 

himself shooting a handgun on the cover of his book but also a picture of a book with a picture of him shooting 

a handgun on the cover of another book?! The man is an enigma.  

Well, some preliminary research yields provocative results. Mr. Rupp is a former police officer who now pastors a 

“Cop Church” in Idaho, where he writes works on such valuable topics as how to pastor a church, how to win 

gunfights, and most importantly how to win gunfights while pastoring a church at the same time. So here’s my 

point: Tim Rupp is the kind of man with the motivation to oppose himself to heathenish cults and the will to do 

so through militant means, possibly including robbing a Post Office and replacing the works of darkness with his 

own literature as a sort of taunting calling card.  

Does that sound a little far-fetched? Perhaps. But does it sound less far-fetched than some Post Office workers 

losing a package for weeks, opening it at the exact same time and place as another package which also happened 

to be filled with books, and then taking almost exclusively enniogram-related books out and replacing them    

exclusively with Tim Rupp books? All things being equal, perhaps such a tale would seem odd but plausible. But 

under the present circumstances we must pursue greater guardedness.  

The plot is thickening around us, friends. But take heart! Tim Rupp may stand with us. And that is something to 

be thankful for indeed.  


